INTRODUCTION

Hodgkin’s lymphoma was first described by Thomas Hodgkin as a disease of the lymphoid tissue in 1832. The characteristic histological hallmark is the Reed-Sternberg cell which is clonal, confirming its origin from a single malignant cell. The extent of disease determined at the time of diagnosis in the light of staging investigations is vital for planning correct treatment and prognosis. The recommended procedures for correct staging include detailed history and examination, blood chemistry, chest X-ray, computerized scan of thorax, abdomen and pelvis and a bone marrow biopsy.

Although the role of bone marrow aspirates and trephine biopsies is criticized by some authors and rendered controversial especially in early stage disease, its value is regarded as irreplaceable in staging and in predicting the prognosis by others. Bone marrow involvement represents stage IV of the disease and is disseminated involvement. This was previously thought to be a poor prognostic factor. Nevertheless, at many centres, bone marrow examination remains a routine staging procedure for Hodgkin’s lymphoma at the time of diagnosis.

Bone marrow examination is an invasive and painful procedure and many patients are reluctant to undergo this procedure. Especially in the early stage of the disease, when the involvement of bone marrow is negligible and the patient is planned for chemotherapy it has to be decided whether the patient should be persuaded to undergo this procedure. The present study was planned to determine the frequency of bone marrow involvement in patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma at the time of their first presentation.

METHODOLOGY

This study was conducted at the Oncology Department, Combined Military Hospital, Rawalpindi, from April 2006 to February 2007. Thirty five consecutive patients aged 16-60 years with Hodgkin’s lymphoma diagnosed on lymph node biopsy and presenting for the first time at Oncology Department were studied. Patients who had received chemotherapy for any malignancy previously, childhood cases (age less than 16 years) and older patients (more than 60 years) were exclude from the study.

At presentation, every patient was admitted to the Oncology Ward, Combined Military Hospital, Rawalpindi.
A detailed history was recorded followed by a thorough physical examination especially focusing upon the presence of lymphadenopathy and hepatosplenomegaly, recording the size of each. This was followed by base line and staging investigations which comprised blood complete picture, serum urea and creatinine, liver function tests, chest X-Ray PA view/ computerized axial tomographic scan of thorax, ultrasound or computerized axial tomographic scan of abdomen and pelvis and serum LDH.

Bone marrow aspiration and trephine biopsy were performed in all patients from the posterior superior iliac spine by the standard technique after informed written consent. About 0.5-1 ml of aspirate was taken. Slide smears were made without delay and later on stained with Leishmann’s stain. This was examined under the light microscope by a consultant hematologist. For bone marrow trephine, Jamshidi needle was used and a specimen measuring 1.5-2 cm was obtained which was fixed and embedded in paraffin. Later on, sections were stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin, Reticulin and Trichrome silver stains. The slides were examined by a consultant hematologist and histopathologist. It was ensured that the bone marrow smears and sections of trephine biopsies were examined by the same consultant hematologist and histopathologist respectively. No ethical issue was encountered in this study.

Bone marrow involvement in Hodgkin’s lymphoma was defined as identification of mononuclear Reed-Sternberg cells or their variants in a cellular background of Hodgkin’s lymphoma in routine paraffin embedded hematoxylin and eosin section of bone marrow trephine specimen examined under light microscope (Figure 1).8

The data was analyzed using statistical package SPSS version 11.0. Mean and standard deviations were calculated for numerical variables like age and body surface area. Frequencies (percentages) were calculated for categorical variables like gender, stage of disease and frequency of involvement of bone marrow.

RESULTS

Out of the 35 patients selected for the study, 25 (71.4%) were males and 10 (28.5%) were females. The mean age of the patients was 35 ± 13.0 years. The mean body surface area was 1.6 ± 0.18 m². On clinical and radiological evaluation 8 (22.8%) had CS I, 12 (34.2%) had CS II, 9 (25.7%) had CS III and 6 (17.1%) had CS IV. Liver and spleen were the extranodal sites in CS IV disease. Mixed cellularity was the commonest histopathological type which was seen in 25 (71.4%) patients and lymphocyte depleted the least common seen in only 1 (2.8%) patient (Table I).

Microscopic examinations of bone marrow trephine showed lymphoma infiltrates in 6 (17.14%) patients and chronic disorder in 29 (82.85%) patients (Table II).

Table I: Frequency of different types of Hodgkin’s lymphoma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histological type</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed cellularity</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodular sclerosis</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocyte depleted</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Frequency of bone marrow involvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bone marrow status</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone marrow involved</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone marrow not involved</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>82.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, none had positive corresponding bone marrow aspirate. One patient who had stage IIA disease was found to have bone marrow infiltrates on trephine biopsy, while three patients had CS III disease and two patients had CS IV disease. One of the patients who was being evaluated for pancytopenia had bone marrow infiltration with Hodgkin’s lymphoma as the only manifestation of the disease. The histopathological type in three (50%) patients with bone marrow involvement was mixed cellularity. It was nodular sclerosis in two (33.3%) patients and lymphocyte depleted in one (16.6%) patient. Out of the 6 patients with bone marrow infiltration, 4 were restaged to stage IV disease after bone marrow examination i.e one from CS IIA, two from CS IIIA and one from CS IIIB. In two cases, the stage remained unchanged.

DISCUSSION

The value of bone marrow examination in staging of Hodgkin’s lymphoma is controversial especially in the early stage of the disease i.e. in patients with clinical stage IA or IIA disease the incidence has been reported to be < 1% in most series.9 However, in patients with clinical stage IV disease, the presence of bone marrow infiltration has prognostic implications.6
In a study conducted at a regional centre in the UK, among 955 cases of Hodgkin lymphoma, 5.2% patients had evidence of bone marrow involvement after trephine biopsy. All patients with bone marrow involvement had clinical stage IIB disease or higher. In another study conducted at Mexico, 91 patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma were assessed for bone marrow involvement which was found in 3.3% of cases who had clinical stage III disease. In a large study reported from Italy, bone marrow involvement in Hodgkin’s lymphoma was found to be 8% at diagnosis. In an Indian study, 20% patients had bone marrow infiltration on bone marrow biopsies. In the diagnosis of marrow involvement by Hodgkin’s lymphoma, bone marrow aspirates should be avoided as they are reported to be positive in only 5% in one review and 10% in another study where the bone marrow biopsy showed infiltration by Hodgkin’s lymphoma.

The frequency of bone marrow infiltration in this series was 17.4% (6 out of 35) which is slightly higher than the above quoted international studies but comparable to the regional data. As in the Indian study, all patients with bone marrow infiltration had positive trephine biopsies and unremarkable bone marrow aspirates showing that a biopsy is superior to an aspirate in detecting bone marrow involvement in Hodgkin’s lymphoma. This is also consistent with the findings from a large study from the USA. The reason for a higher frequency in this series may be the late presentation of patients as the maximum number of patients with bone marrow infiltration had CS III disease. Among the patients with early stage disease in our series, only one patient with CS II disease was found to have bone marrow infiltration which upstaged his disease to stage IV and so his treatment plan was changed on this information.

No patient with CS I (A and B) was found to have bone marrow infiltration in this study. However, in a large study of 955 cases with 50 positive bone marrow biopsies, the disease was upstaged in thirty two patients but the treatment plan remained unchanged in all cases. In this study, among patients with bone marrow involvement, mixed cellularity was the commonest histopathological type which was seen in 50% cases and this was also the commonest overall histological type seen in 74% patients. In the Mexican study, nodular sclerosis was the commonest histopathological type seen in 45% cases. Similarly, nodular sclerosis was the commonest observed type in a study from Kuwait. Among the patients with bone marrow involvement, the histology type commonly seen was lymphocyte depleted, quoted as 50-75% in one series. Mixed cellularity histology type has been recognized as a risk factor for bone marrow involvement in an Italian study. In this study, who was being investigated for pancytopenia one patient (2.8%) had bone marrow involvement as the only manifestation of Hodgkin’s lymphoma. This has been quoted as 5% in an Italian study and just 1% in another study.

The risk factors associated with bone marrow involvement in Hodgkin’s lymphoma and their impact on the treatment plan and prognosis of the disease was not studied. A Greek study has investigated and suggested a clinical prediction rule for bone marrow involvement in Hodgkin’s lymphoma. No local study is available on this subject till yet. Further local studies are required to find the important risk factors for bone marrow involvement in Hodgkin’s lymphoma in our population, especially in the early stage of the disease when it would change the treatment plan.

**CONCLUSION**

Bone marrow involvement in Hodgkin’s lymphoma was maximum in CS II and beyond, therefore we recommend that bone marrow examination should be performed as a part of staging investigations in patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma when it is CS II or high.
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